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The Evolution of Field Spiral Galaxiesover the Past 8GyrAsmus Böhm and Bodo L. ZieglerUniversity Observatory GöttingenGeismarlandstr. 11, 37083 Göttingen, Germanyboehm�uni-sw.gwdg.de
AbstratWe have performed a large observing ampaign of intermediate�redshiftdisk galaxies inluding multi�objet spetrosopy with the FORS instru-ments of the Very Large Telesope and imaging with the Advaned Cam-era for Surveys onboard the Hubble Spae Telesope. Our data set om-prises 113 late�type galaxies in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 1.0 andthereby probes galaxy evolution over more than half the age of the uni-verse. Spatially resolved rotation urves have been extrated and �t-ted with syntheti veloity �elds that aount for geometri distortionsand blurring e�ets. With these models, the intrinsi maximum rota-tion veloity Vmax was derived for 73 spirals within the �eld�of�view ofthe ACS images. Combined with the strutural parameters from two-dimensional surfae brightness pro�le �tting, the saling relations (e.g.,the Tully�Fisher Relation) at intermediate redshift were onstruted.The evolution of these relations o�ers powerful tests of the preditionsof simulations within the Cold Dark Matter hierarhial senario.By omparing our sample to the Tully�Fisher Relation of loal spi-ral galaxies, we �nd evidene for a di�erential luminosity evolution: themassive distant galaxies are of omparable luminosity as their present-day ounterparts, while the distant low�mass spirals are brighter thanloally by up to >2m in rest�frame B. Numerous tests applied to thedata on�rm that this trend is unlikely to arise from an observationalbias or systemati errors. Disrepanies between several previous stud-ies ould be explained as a ombination of seletion e�ets and smallnumber statistis on the basis of suh a mass�dependent luminosity evo-lution. On the other hand, this evolution would be at variane with thepreditions from numerial simulations. For a given Vmax, the disks ofthe distant galaxies are slightly smaller than those of their loal oun-terparts, as expeted for a hierarhial struture growth. Hene, thedisrepany between the observations and theoretial preditions is lim-ited to the properties of the stellar populations. A possible explanationould be the suppression of star formation in low�mass disks whih isnot yet properly implemented in models of galaxy evolution.1
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1 IntrodutionWithin the last few years, our knowlegde of the basi parameters whih deter-mine the past, present and future of the universe has improved signi�antly.Thanks to the ombined results from studies of the Cosmi Mirowave Bak-grund, the Large Sale Struture, Big Bang Nuleosynthesis and distant su-pernovae, we now have strong evidene for a �at metri of spaetime (Spergelet al. 2003 and referenes therein). Aording to the observations, 73% of themean density of the universe originate from Dark Energy, 23% are ontributedby Cold Dark Matter and only 4% by �ordinary� baryoni matter. In suha osmology, struture growth proeeds hierarhially, with small struturesforming �rst in the early osmi stages, followed by the suessive build-up oflarger strutures via merger and aretion events.Although the onstituents of the Dark Energy and Dark Matter remainunknown, the ΛCDM or �onordane� osmology has been a very suessfultool for the interpretation of strutures on Mp sales and beyond (e.g., Pea-ok 2003). On sales of individual galaxies, however, several disrepaniesbetween observational results and theoretial preditions have been found, aprominent of whih is the �angular momentum problem�. This term depitsthe loss of angular momentum of the baryons to the surrounding DM halo, re-sulting in galati disks within numerial simulations whih are smaller thanobserved (e.g., Navarro & White 1994), however more reent studies madeprogress in this respet (e.g., Governato et al. 2004). Aiming at a quanti-tative test of the hierarhial senario at the sale of individual galaxies, weperformed an observational study whih overs a signi�ant fration of theHubble time.For this purpose, we utilised saling relations like the Tully�Fisher rela-tion (TFR, Tully & Fisher 1977) between the luminosity L and the maximumrotation veloity Vmax of spiral galaxies. Basially, this orrelation an beunderstood as a ombination of the virial theorem and the rotational stabili-sation of late�type galaxies. By omparing loal and distant spirals of a given
Vmax, the luminosity evolution within the look�bak time an be determined.Sine the maximum rotation veloity is a measure for the total (virial) mass ofa disk galaxy (V 2

max ∝ Mvir, e.g. van den Bosh 2002), the TF analysis relatesthe evolution of stellar population properties to the depth of the gravitationalpotential well.Numerial simulations within CDM-dominated osmologies have been su-essfully used to reprodue the observed slope of the loal TFR, whereas thezero points were o�set due to dark halos with too high onentrations (e.g.,Steinmetz & Navarro 1999). The TFR slope was predited to remain on-stant with osmi look�bak time in suh N -body simulations; neverthelessthe modelling of realisti stellar populations at su�ient resolution remainsa hallenge � typially, the masses of individual partiles are of the order of
105M⊙ . . . 106M⊙. Other theoretial approahes foussed more on the hemo�spetrophotometri aspets of disk galaxy evolution. For example, Boissier& Prantzos (2001) alibrated their models to reprodue the observed olors2



of loal spirals. Compared to these, the authors predited higher luminosi-ties for massive disks and lower luminosites for low�mass disks at redshifts
z > 0.4. A similiar evolution was found by Ferreras & Silk (2001). By mod-elling the mass�dependent hemial enrihment history of disk galaxies withthe loal TFR as a onstraint, the authors found a TFR slope that inreaseswith look�bak time (i.e., for a parameterisation L ∝ V α

max, α inreases withredshift).In the last deade, many observational studies of the loal TFR have pro-dued very large samples with Nobj ≈ 1000 (e.g. Haynes et al. 1999), notonly to derive the slope and satter with high auray, but also to map thepeuliar veloity �eld out to cz ≈ 15000 km s−1 (e.g. Mathewson & Ford1996). Other groups used spirals, partly with epheid�alibrated distanes,to measure the Hubble onstant. For example, Sakai et al. (2000) derived avalue of H0 = (71 ± 4) km s−1Mp−1 with this method.At higher redshifts, robust measurements of rotation veloities beomeinreasingly di�ult, whih is mainly for two reasons. Firstly, beause theobjets are very faint. Given a redshift of z = 0.5, the surfae brightnessat galatoentri radii of ∼ 3 rd � where the regime of onstant rotationveloity is reahed � is typially µB ≈ 27mag arse−2. Spatially resolvedspetrosopy at this level has beome feasible just with the generation of 10m-lass telesopes. The seond di�ulty oming into play arises from the smallapparent sizes of the galaxies, this issue will be desribed in detail in Set. 4.A number of samples with 10-20 objets in the regime 0.25 < 〈z〉 < 0.5have been observed to estimate a possible evolution in luminosity by om-parison to the loal TFR. The results of these studies were quite disrepant:e.g. Vogt et al. (1996, 1997) found only a modest inrease in luminosity of
∆MB ≈ −0.5m, whereas Simard & Prithet (1998) and Rix et al. (1997)derived a muh stronger brightening with ∆MB ≈ −2.0m. A more reentstudy of 19 �eld spirals by Milvang-Jensen et al. (2003) yielded a value of
∆MB ≈ −0.5m and showed evidene for an inrease of this brightening withredshift.It seems likely that some of these results are a�eted by the seletion ri-teria. For example, Rix et al. seleted blue olors with (B − R)obs < 1.2m,Simard & Prithet strong [O II℄ emission with equivalent widths >20Å, whileVogt et al. partly hose large disks with rd > 3 kp. The two former riteriaprefer late�type spirals, whereas the latter riterion leads to the overrepresen-tation of large, early�type spirals. Additionally, due to the small samples, allthese studies had to assume that the loal TFR slope holds valid at interme-diate redshifts � we will adress this topi again in Set. 6.Based on a larger data set from the DEEP Groth Strip Survey (Koo 2001)with N ≈ 100 spirals in the range 0.2 < z < 1.3, Vogt (2001) founda onstant TFR slope and only a very small rest�frame B-band brighteningof ≤ 0.2m. On the other hand, in a more reent study based on the samesurvey, an evolution of the luminosity�metalliity relation both in slope andzero point was observed (Kobulniky et al. 2003). The authors argued thatlow�luminosity galaxies probably have undergone a derease in luminosity3



ombined with an inrease in metalliity during the last ∼ 8Gyr.Throughout this artile, we will assume the onordane osmology with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1Mp−1.2 Sample Seletion & ObservationsThe sample desribed here has been seleted within the FORS Deep Field(FDF, see Heidt et al. 2003), an UBgRIJK photometri survey overinga sky area of ∼ 6× 6 armin2 near the southern Galati pole. The imag-ing was performed with the Very Large Telesope (optial bands) and theNew Tehnology Telesope (Near Infrared bands). Based on a atalogue withspetral types and photometri redshift estimates (Bender et al. 2001), wehose objets for follow�up spetrosopy whih satis�ed the following rite-ria: 1) late�type Spetral Energy Distribution, i.e., galaxies with emissionlines, 2) total apparent R-band magnitude R ≤ 23m, 3) photometri redshift
zphot ≤ 1.2 to ensure that at least the [O II℄3727 doublet falls within the wave-length range of the spetra, 4) disk inlination angle i ≥ 40◦ and 5) deviationbetween slit diretion and apparent major axis of δ ≤ 15◦. The two latteronstraints were hosen to limit the geometri distortions of the observed ro-tation urves. For some objets, however, these limits had to be exeededduring the onstrution of the spetrosopi setups.After a pilot observation in 1999, the spetrosopy was performed in 2000and 2001 using the FORS1 & 2 instruments of the VLT in multi�objet spe-trosopy mode with a total integration time of 2.5 hrs per setup. Using thegrism 600R, a spetral resolution of R ≈ 1200 was ahieved with a spetralsale of 1.07Å/pix and a spatial sale of 0.2 arse/pix. The seeing ranged be-tween 0.4 and 1.0 arse with a median of 0.74 arse. In total, 129 late�typegalaxies were observed.For an aurate derivation of the galaxies' strutural parameters, like diskinlination, sale length et., we also took Hubble Spae Telesope images ofthe FDF with the Advaned Camera for Surveys using the F814W �lter. Toover the omplete FDF area, a 2 × 2 mosai was observed.3 Spetrophotometri AnalysisThe spetra of 113 galaxies were reliable for redshift determination. Out ofthese, 73 objets eventually yielded maximum rotation veloities (see nextsetion) and were overed by the HST/ACS imaging; these objets will bereferred to as the FDFTF sample in the following. They span the redshiftrange 0.09 < z < 0.97 with a median of 〈z〉 = 0.45 orresponding to look�baktimes 1.2 Gyr < t1 < 7.6 Gyr with 〈t1〉 = 4.7Gyr. This data set overs allspetrophotometri types from very early�type spirals (Sa or T = 1) to verylate�type galaxies (Sdm/Im or 8 ≤ T ≤ 10).An analysis of the galaxies' surfae brightness pro�le pro�les was on-duted with the GALFIT pakage (Peng et al. 2002). To �t the disk om-4



ponent, an exponential pro�le was used, while a potential bulge was approxi-mated with a Sérsi pro�le. In the ase of 13 FDFTF galaxies, the �t residualimages and large �t errors indiated an irregular omponent that ould notbe approximated properly with a Sérsi law. The bulge�to�total ratios ofthese galaxies were assumed to be unde�ned. The B/T ratios of the other 60FDFTF galaxies (0 ≤ B/T ≤ 0.53 with 〈B/T 〉 = 0.04) on�rm that the vastmajority of these galaxies are disk-dominated.Total apparent magnitudes were determined using the mag_auto algorithmof the Soure Extrator pakage (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). For the omputa-tion of absolute B-band magnitudes MB, we used the �lter whih, dependingon the redshift of a given objet, best mathed the rest�frame B-band. Forgalaxies at z ≤ 0.25, 0.25 < z ≤ 0.55, 0.55 < z ≤ 0.85 and z > 0.85, we thusutilised the B, g, R and I magnitudes, respetively. Thanks to this strategy,the k-orretion unertainties σk � usually a substantial soure of error tothe luminosities of distant galaxies � are smaller than 0.1m for all types andredshifts in our sample. For the orretion of intrinsi dust absorption, wefollowed the approah of Tully & Fouqué (1985) assuming a fae�on (i = 0◦)extintion of AB = 0.27m. The absolute magnitudes of the FDFTF galaxiesomputed this way span the range −18.0m ≥ MB ≥ −22.7m.The spetra of 12 objets in our sample over a wavelength range thatsimultaneously shows emission in [O II℄3727, Hβ, [O III℄4959 and [O III℄5007at su�ient signal�to�noise to determine the equivalent widths. These linesan be used to estimate the gas-phase metalliity. We adopted the analytialexpressions given by MGaugh (1991) to ompute the abundanes O/H fromthe R23 and O32 parameters. Sine all the galaxies have MB < −18m, weassumed that they fall on the metal-rih branh of the R23�O/H relation.The galaxies have abundanes 8.37 < log(O/H) < 8.94. We will use theseestimates to investigate the luminosity�metalliity relation in Set. 5.4 Derivation of VmaxWe extrated spatially resolved rotation urves from the two�dimensionalspetra by �tting Gaussians to the emission lines stepwise along the spatialaxis. Line �ts at any projeted radius whih, ompared to the instrumentalbroadening (FWHMins ≈ 4.5Å), had very small (FWHMfit < 2Å) or verylarge (FWHMfit > 12Å) line widths were assumed to be noise and thereforenegleted.The analysis of spatially resolved rotation urves from optial spetrosopyof loal spiral galaxies is relatively straightforward. But in the ase of distantgalaxies with very small apparent sizes, the e�et of the slit width on theobserved rotation veloities Vrot(r) must be onsidered. At redshift z = 0.5, asale length of 3 kp � typial for an L∗ spiral � orresponds to ∼ 0.5 arseonly, whih is half the slit width used in our observations. Any value of Vrot(r)is therefore an integration perpendiular to the spatial axis (slit diretion),a phenomenon whih is the optial equivalent to �beam smearing� in radio5



Figure 1: Example of a simulated rotation veloity �eld for an objet from ourdata set with a disk inlination i = 64◦ and a misalignment angle betweenapparent major axis and slit diretion of δ = +13◦. The dashed ellipsesdenote the isophotes of the disk, with the outermost orresponding to an I-band surfae brightness of µI ≈ 25mag arse−2. The urved dotted and solidlines orrespond to line�of�sight rotation veloities ranging from −120 km/sto +120 km/s. The two solid horizontal lines visualise the position of the slitused for spetrosopy.observations. The seeing has an additional blurring e�et on the observedrotation urves. If not taken into aount, these two phenomena would leadto an underestimation of the intrinsi rotation veloities and, in partiular,the intrinsi Vmax.We overame this problem by generating syntheti rotation urves. Forthe intrinsi rotational law, we used a simple shape with a linear rise of Vrot(r)at small radii, turning over into a region of onstant rotation veloity wherethe Dark Matter halo dominates the mass distribution. Alternatively, we alsotested the so�alled �Universal Rotation Curve� shape (Persi et al. 1996), aparameterisation whih introdues a veloity gradient in the outer regions ofthe disk whih is positive for sub-L∗ objets and negative for objets muhmore luminous than L∗. However, the results given here are not sensitive tothe form of the intrinsi rotational law � see Böhm et al. (2004) for a detaileddisussion of this topi � and we therefore only use Vmax values determinedwith an intrinsi �rise�turnover��at� shape here.Given the observed inlination, position angle and sale length of an objet,the intrinsi rotation veloity �eld was onstruted, Fig. 1 shows an example.6



Figure 2: Examples of rotation urves from our data set. The solid linesare the syntheti rotation urves �tted to the observed rotation veloity as afuntion of radius (solid symbols) used to derive the intrinsi maximum rota-tion veloity. For eah objet the spetrophotometri type, total apparent Rmagnitude, redshift and Vmax are given. The two upper urves were lassi�edas high quality data, the two lower ones as low quality data due to the largemeasurement errors (lower left) or an asymmetri shape (lower right).In the next step of the simulation, the veloity �eld was weighted with thesurfae brightness pro�le. The e�et of this was that, just like for the observeddata, brighter regions ontributed stronger to the rotation veloities in dire-tion of dispersion than fainter regions (the �beam smearing� e�et). Followingthe weighting, the veloity �eld was onvolved with the Point Spread Fun-tion to simulate the blurring due to seeing. Finally, a �stripe� was extratedfrom the veloity �eld, with a position and width that orresponded to theslit used during the observations, and integrated perpendiular to the spatialaxis. The results of the whole proedure was a syntheti rotation urve whihintrodued the same geometri and blurring e�ets as the orresponding ob-served rotation urve. By �tting the simulated rotation urve to the observedrotation urve, we derived the intrinsi value of Vmax. Four examples of ob-served rotation urves along with the best-�tting syntheti rotation urves areshown in Fig. 2.36 galaxies had to be rejeted from the further analysis beause the S/Nwas too low to probe the regime of onstant rotation veloity at large radii,or beause the rotation urves were perturbated. Four objets were reliable7



Figure 3: FORS Deep Field sample of spirals in the range 0.1 ≤ z ≤ 1.0 inomparison to the loal Tully�Fisher relation by Piere & Tully (1992); thesolid line denotes the �t to the loal data, the dashed lines give the 3σ limits.The distant sample is subdivided aording to rotation urve quality: highquality urves (solid symbols) extend well into the region of onstant rotationveloity at large radii and therefore give robust values of Vmax. Error bars areshown for the high quality data only.for the Vmax determination, but their positions were loated outside the �eld�of�view of the HST/ACS mosai imaging. 34 objets had urves with a highdegree of symmetry and learly reahed into the ��at� regime, we onsiderthese as high quality data. 39 urves had a relatively small spatial extent ormild asymmetries, these will be referred to as low quality data in the following.In total, our kinemati data set thus omprises 73 late�type galaxies at a meanlook�bak time of ∼ 5Gyr. The objets span the range 25 km/s ≤ Vmax ≤
450 km/s with a median of 129 km/s (high quality data only: 62 km/s ≤
Vmax ≤ 410 km/s and 〈Vmax〉 = 154 km/s).5 Saling Relations at Intermediate RedshiftIn Fig. 3, the maximum rotation veloities and absolute magnitudes of the dis-tant FDFTF galaxies are ompared to the loal B-band Tully�Fisher relationby Piere & Tully (1992):

MB = −7.48 logVmax − 3.52 (1)8



with a satter of σB = 0.41m. Note that, at variane with the original rela-tion given by these authors, we have alibrated the zero point to a fae-onextintion of 0.27m to ahieve onsisteny with the omputation of the distantgalaxies' absolute magnitudes. We emphasize that the further analysis is notsensitive to the hoie of the loal referene sample: e.g., for the large dataset of Haynes et al. (1999, omprising 1097 objets), we �nd a very similarrelation of
MB = −7.85 logVmax − 2.78, (2)using a bisetor �t (two geometrially ombined least�square �ts with thedependent and indepedent variable interhanged). We will utilise the Piere& Tully sample here for the sake of omparability to intermediate�redshiftTF studies in the literature whih mostly have used this sample as a loalreferene.On the average, the distant galaxies are overluminous with respet to theirloal ounterparts, we �nd a median o�set of 〈∆MB〉 = −0.98m for the totalFDFTF sample and 〈∆MB〉 = −0.81m for the high quality data only. Butwe �nd also evidene for a di�erential evolution. Fig. 3 indiates a relativelygood agreement between the intermediate�redshift galaxies and the loal TFRin the regime of fast rotators, i.e. high masses, while the distant low�massgalaxies systematially deviate from the relation of present-day spirals. Forlow quality data, this may partly be due to underestimated maximum rotationveloities, sine the orresponding urves have a relatively small spatial extentand do not robustly probe the region of onstant rotation veloity at largeradii. In the ase of high quality rotation urves, this is however unlikely,sine these extent well into the ��at region�.A 100 iteration bootstrap bisetor �t (average of 100 bisetor �ts withrandomly removed objets in eah iteration) to the 34 FDFTF objets withhigh quality rotation urves yields

MB = −(4.05 ± 0.58) logVmax − (11.8 ± 1.28), (3)i.e. the TFR slope we �nd at intermediate redshift is signi�antly shallowerthan in the loal universe. Sine the derivation of the galaxies' struturalparameters and of the Vmax values has been based entirely on HST/ACSimaging, Eq. 3 is a on�rmation of the results presented in Böhm et al. (2004)whih were limited to ground�based imaging.We show the individual o�sets ∆MB of the FDF galaxies from the loalTFR as a funtion of their maximum rotation veloity in Fig. 4. Even whenrestriting the sample to the high quality rotation urves, we �nd signi�antoverluminosties of up to more than 2m in the rest-frame B for low�mass spi-rals. L∗ galaxies, orresponding to log Vmax ≈ 2.3 aording to Eq. 1, satteraround a negligible evolution, while the fastest rotators are systematiallyunderluminous.In Fig. 5, we show the sub-sample of 12 FDF galaxies for whih we oulddetermine the oxygen abundanes O/H in omparison to the loal luminosity�metalliity relation as given in Kobulniky et al. (2003, the displayed satter9



Figure 4: O�sets of the distant FORS Deep Field galaxies from the loalTFR by Piere & Tully (1992). The distant sample is subdivided aordingto rotation urve quality: high quality urves (solid symbols) extend well intothe region of onstant rotation veloity at large radii and therefore give robustvalues of Vmax. The dashed horizontal line orresponds a zero luminosityevolution. While high�mass galaxies are in agreement with the loal TFRor even slightly underluminous given their Vmax, the objets are inreasinglyoverluminous towards small values of Vmax (error bars are shown for the highquality data only).is a rough estimate). In addition, a sub�sample of distant late�type galax-ies from the DEEP survey (ibid.) is shown, whih has been restrited tothe same redshift intervall (0.22 < z < 0.46) that is overed by the FDFgalaxies. Both sub�samples thus represent a look�bak time of ∼ 4Gyr. Forthe sake of omparability, the absolute magnitudes MB of the FDF galax-ies given in this �gure are not orreted for intrinsi absorption, as is thease for the Kobulniky et al. data. Both distant samples indiate a �tilt�with respet to the loal L�Z relation. At given log (O/H), high�metalliitygalaxies at intermediate redshift agree relatively well with the loal L�Z re-lation, whereas low�metalliity objets are overluminous. Alternatively, thedistributions may be interpreted suh that the distant low�luminosity galax-ies have smaller hemial yields than loally, while high�luminosity galaxiesdo not di�er strongly in O/H between intermediate and low redshift. If theo�sets of the FDF spirals we observe in the TF diagram are due to youngerstellar populations than loally, it is probable that Fig. 5 shows a ombinedevolution in luminosity and metalliity. This indeed has been the onlusion10



Figure 5: The gas-phase metalliities of 12 spirals from the FDF data set(�lled symbols) in omparison to the loal luminosity-metalliity relation on-struted by Kobulniky et al. (2003, solid line; dashed lines give the esti-mated 1σ satter). Also shown are distant galaxies presented in Kobulnikyet al. (open symbols) whih over a similar redshift range as the FDF galax-ies. Both distant samples show a �tilt� with respet to the loal relationwhih likelywise indiates a ombined evolution in luminosity and metalliityof low�luminosity galaxies.of Kobulniky et al. after omparison of their data to single�zone models.The third saling relation whih we want to fous on here is presented inFig. 6, where the FDF galaxies are shown with respet to the loal veloity�size relation orrelating Vmax and rd. To derive the latter, we used the sampleof Haynes et al. (1999). A bisetor �t this data set yields
log rd = 1.35 logVmax − 2.41. (4)Sine the sale lengths of the FDF galaxies were determined in the I-band(HST-�lter F814W), the data intrinsially probe shorter wavelengths towardshigher redshifts. For diret omparability to the loal sample (I-band as well),we had to aount for this rest�frame shift. Otherwise, the measured FDFdisk sizes ould be overestimated, in partiular for the more distant galax-ies. Adopting the relations between sale lengths of loal spirals at di�erentwavelengths presented in de Jong (1996), we have transformed the observer'sframe I-band sale lengths to the rest�frame I-band values. Note, however,that these fators are relatively small: for the FDF galaxies at z ≈ 1 , the or-retion orresponds to only∼ 10%. The harateristi disk sizes of the FDFTFsample over the range 0.7 kpc ≤ rd ≤ 10.1 kpc with a median 〈rd〉 = 2.7 kpc.11



Figure 6: Comparison between the intermediate�redshift FDF galaxies andthe loal veloity�size relation of the Haynes et al. sample (1999, solid line;dashed lines orrespond to the 3σ satter). Error bars are shown for highquality data only.6 DisussionThe Vmax-dependent TF o�sets we observe at redshift 〈z〉 ≈ 0.5 may be in-diative for a signi�ant derease of the luminosity of low�mass galaxies �possibly ombined with an inrease in metalliity � over the past ∼ 5Gyr anda negligible evolution of high�mass galaxies. This evolution would be at vari-ane with theoretial preditions: e.g., Steinmetz & Navarro (1999) �nd mass�independent TF o�sets towards higher redshifts with an N -body SmoothedPartile Hydrodynamis ode. Boissier & Prantzos (2001), who used a �bak-wards approah� model alibrated to the observed hemo�spetrophotometriproperties of loal spirals, predit overluminosties of high�mass spirals andunderluminosities of low�mass spirals towards larger look�bak times.It has to be ruled out that our result might be indued by an observationalbias or a systemati error. E.g., it is known that present�day spirals show aorrelation between their TF residuals and broad�band olors (e.g. Kannap-pan et al. 2002), with blue galaxies preferentially populating the regime ofoverluminosities. We have therefore tested whether Fig. 4 may simply re�etan evolution of the olor�residual relation with redshift, �nding no evidenefor suh a trend (Böhm et al. 2004). Another issue that has to be adressed isthe potential impat of sample inompleteness. Any magnitude�limited dataset ontains only a fration of the objets that are loated within the observedvolume. Towards lower luminosities (or slower rotation veloities), this fra-12



tion beomes smaller. Furthermore, the magnitude limit orresponds to higherluminosities at higher redshifts. An inompleteness bias ould therefore resultin a �attening of the distant TFR with inreasing redshift. However, dividingour sample into objets with z ≤ 0.449 (37 galaxies) and z > 0.449 (36 galax-ies), we �nd no evidene for suh a redshift dependene, the respetive slopesof the two redshifts bins are −3.49 and −3.77. For a more sophistiated test ofsample inompleteness whih is based on the work of Giovanelli et al. (1997),we refer to our results presented in Ziegler et al. (2002).In the following, we will address another three examples of tests we per-formed. These are related to the in�uene of the intrinsi rotation urve shape,the impat of the intrinsi absorption orretion and the issue of galaxy-galaxyinterations.To derive the intrinsi maximum rotation veloity, we have assumed an in-trinsi rotation urve shape with a linear rise of the rotation veloity at smallradii whih turns over into a region of onstant rotation veloity at a radiusthat depends on the rest�frame wavelength of the used emission line. Thisshape is observed for kinematially unperturbated, massive (∼ L∗) loal spi-rals (e.g., Sofue & Rubin 2001). For galaxies of very high or very low masses,on the other hand, it is observed that even in the outer parts, most rota-tion urves have a veloity gradient. While the rotation veloity keeps risingbeyond the �turnover� radius in very low�mass spirals, the veloity gradientin very high�mass spirals is negative. Persi et al. (1996) have used >1000urves of loal spirals to derive a parameterisation that uses the luminosityof an objet as an indiator for the rotation urve shape. To ensure that theobserved TF o�sets annot be attributed to a false assumption on the intrinsirotational law, we have alternatively used this so�alled �Universal RotationCurve� shape as input for the omputation of our syntheti veloity �elds. Ifwe use the Vmax values derived this way to reompute the o�sets from theloal TFR, the luminosity evolution we �nd is smaller by only ∼ 0.15m at
Vmax ≈ 100 km/s. Sine this is a very modest hange of the o�sets we foundon the basis of the simple �rise�turnover��at��shape (whih have a median of
〈∆MB〉 ≈ −1.74m at Vmax ≈ 100 km/s for the HQ data), we onlude thatour results do not di�er signi�antly between these two assumptions on theintrinsi rotation urve shape.Similarly, we have tested whether a di�erent approah to orret for theintrinsi absorption would have an e�et on our results. All values given herewere derived following Tully & Fouqué (1985), i.e., the amount of intrinsiabsorption is assumed to depend only on the inlination of the disk. Morereently, Tully et al. (1998) have found evidene that the dust reddening is � atleast loally � stronger in high�mass spirals than in low�mass spirals. Usingtheir results, we have reomputed the absolute magnitudes of the FDFTFgalaxies. As a new loal referene that is onsistently orreted for intrinsiabsorption following Tully et al., we adopted the sample of Verheijen (2001)whih is slightly steeper (slope −8.1) than the Piere & Tully (1992) sample.This is simply due to the fat that fast rotating, high�mass spirals are assumedto have a larger amount of intrinsi absorption than in the Tully & Fouqué13



approah, and vie versa in the low�mass regime. The o�sets of the FDF highquality data from the Verheijen TFR are however very similar to the initialvalues (〈∆MB〉 ≈ −1.77m vs. 〈∆MB〉 ≈ −1.74m at Vmax ≈ 100 km/s). Withrespet to the two onventions of intrinsi absorption orretion disussedhere, the TF o�sets therefore are robust.A third aspet we want to fous on here onerns the interplay betweenthe stellar population properties and the environment. From studies in theloal universe, it is known that galaxies residing in lose pairs an be subjetto tidal interations whih an inrease the star formation rates. In suhases, the fration of high�mass stars would be enlarged and, in turn, themass�to�light ratio would be dereased, resulting in overluminosities in theTF diagram. This triggering of star formation would be partiularly e�ientin low�mass galaxies (e.g., Lambas et al. 2003). Though we have seletedour objets from a sky region that should be representative for low�densityenvironments, it is not lear a priori whether the orrelation between the TFo�sets and Vmax an at least in part be attributed to tidally indued starformation. Based on >105 galaxies from the 2dF survey, Lambas et al. havefound that the star formation rates an be signi�antly inreased in objetsthat have lose ompanions with a separation∆Vsys ≤ 250 km/s in systemativeloity and a projeted distane of Dproj ≤ 100 kp. Using all 267 availablespetrosopi redshifts of FDF galaxies at z ≤ 1 from our own study anda low�resolution survey presented in Noll et al. (2004), and adopting theLambas et al. onstraints ited above, we have found 12 FDFTF objets withon�rmed neighbors.In Fig. 7, we show the TF o�sets of these galaxies in omparison to therest of the sample. Though the small sub�sample of pair andidates doesnot allow robust statistis, the galaxies with lose ompanions appear to besimilarly distributed as the rest of the sample. Moreover, we �nd a hint thatthe rotation urve quality is redued with respet to the probably isolatedgalaxies � only 3 out of 12 (25%) pair andidates were lassi�ed to havehigh quality rotation urves, whereas for the rest of the sample, this frationis 31 out of 61 (51%). In partiular, the pair andidates with HQ urvesare not systematially biased towards large overluminosities. Sine we havespetrosopi redshifts only for a fration of the galaxies within the probedvolume, it is possible that we missed some lose pairs. However, the aim wasto test whether those pair andidates whih are identi�ed systematially di�erfrom the remaining FDFTF objets. We thus onlude that our analysis whihis based on the high quality rotation urves is very unlikely to be a�eted bytidally indued star formation.To summarise all the tests performed, we �nd no evidene for any system-ati error or bias that may be the soure of the observed shallow slope of theintermediate�redshift TFR. We now will show that our �ndings an be usedto interpret the rather disrepant results of previous TF studies of distantgalaxies introdued in Set. 1. For this, Fig. 8 shows our sample sub�dividedaording to the Spetral Energy Distribution into early�type spirals (Sa/Sb),intermediate�types (S) and very late�types (Sdm/Im). All three sub�samples14



Figure 7: O�sets of the distant FORS Deep Field galaxies from the loalTFR by Piere & Tully (1992). Large symbols depit FDF objets whih showspetrosopially on�rmed neighbors within ∆Vsys ≤ 250 km/s in systemativeloity and a projeted separation Dproj ≤ 100 kp. See text for details.show a orrelation between the TF o�sets and Vmax, but over di�erentmass regimes: galaxies with late�type spetra have smaller average Vmax val-ues than early�type spirals. The respetive lasses have median values of
〈Vmax〉Sdm/Im = 91 km/s, 〈Vmax〉Sc = 140 km/s and 〈Vmax〉Sa/Sb = 240 km/s.For samples whih are too small to robustly test a orrelation between ∆MBand Vmax but an only be used to determine average TF o�sets, this wouldresults in a orrelation between SED type and 〈∆MB〉.Studies omprising only 10-20 galaxies whih were seleted on blue olorsor strong emission lines and therefore preferentially ontained late�type spirals(e.g., Rix et al. 1997, Simard & Prithet 1998), found evidene for largeluminosity o�sets at intermediate redshift with respet to the loal TFR.Aording to the above, this an be attributed to a ombination of a seletione�et and small number statistis. Similary, a study by Vogt et al. (1996)whih was seleted on large disks and therefore mainly ontained early-typespirals (whih on average are more massive than late�types), yielded a modestvalue for the mean TF o�set.A more reent study on ∼100 intermediate�redshift spirals by Vogt (2001)did not �nd evidene for a slope evolution of the TFR, at variane withour results. Moreover, this study yields only a modest average TF o�set of
−0.2m, ompared to the −0.8m we �nd for the HQ data (note that thesevalues orrespond to the same osmology and similar redshifts). It is di�ult15



Figure 8: O�sets of the distant FORS Deep Field galaxies from the loalTFR by Piere & Tully (1992). The distant sample is subdivided aordingto the SED type. All three sub�samples indiate a ∆MB�Vmax orrelation,but over di�erent mass regimes. See text for details.to speulate whether this ould be attributed to di�erent riteria of rotationurve quality or di�erenes in the Vmax derivation proedures. On the otherhand, a sample of 64 galaxies drawn from the same survey (the DEEP projet,see Koo 2001) �nds, in omparison to loal galaxies, a tilt of the intermediate-redshift luminosity�metalliity relation whih is also indiated by our data(Fig. 5).Is is a ompliated issue to determine the key proesses whih an give riseto the mass�dependent TF o�sets we observe. Several e�ets likelywise atin ombination when loal and distant spirals are ompared. E.g., the stellarpopulations of the intermediate�redshift galaxies are probably younger thanthose of their loal ounterparts, the gas mass frations and hemial yieldsalso evolve with time et. Sine even a relatively small fration of young,high�mass stars an have a signi�ant e�et on the luminosity in the bluebands, a straightforward interpretation would be that the TF o�sets of theFDF galaxies point towards a orrelation between mass and age.As a �rst deeper insight into this matter, Ferreras et al. (2004) have usedsingle�zone models of hemial enrihment on a sub�sample of the FDFTFgalaxies at z > 0.5. These models were determined by only four free parame-ters: formation redshift, gas infall timesale, star formation e�ieny and gasout�ow fration. Model star formation histories were generated whih, om-bined with the latest Bruzual & Charlot models (2003), were used to ompute16



Figure 9: O�sets ∆log rd of the distant FORS Deep Field galaxies (highquality rotation urves only) from the loal veloity�size relation of the sampleby Haynes et al. (1999) shown in Fig. 6, plotted as a funtion of redshift.Objets with ∆log rd > 0 have larger disks than loal spirals at a given Vmax,whereas values ∆log rd < 0 orrespond to disks whih are smaller than in theloal universe. As indiated by the �t to the data (solid line), we �nd a slighttrend towards smaller disks at higher redshifts, in agreement with theoretialpreditions within the hierarhial senario (Mo et al. 1998, dotted line).simulated UBgRIJK broad-band olors. Probing a large volume in parame-ter spae, these syntheti olors were �tted to the observed broad-band olors,thus deriving the four model parameters for eah of the z > 0.5 FDF galax-ies. The best��tting models indiated that high�mass galaxies on the averagehave higher star formation e�ienies, with a �break� at Vmax ≈ 140 km/swhih � for reasonable M/L ratios � interestingly is good agreement withthe results found by Kau�mann et al. (2003) for loal galaxies from the SloanDigital Sky Survey.Moreover, the best��tting formation redshifts of the Ferreras et al. modelswere found to be higher for the more massive FDFTF galaxies than for low�mass galaxies. The models hene yielded evidene that high�mass spiralsstarted to onvert their gas into stars at earlier osmi epohs and on shortertimesales than low�mass ones. When evolved to zero redshift, the meanmodel stellar ages turned out to be older in high�mass galaxies than in low�mass galaxies. These results hint towards an anti�hierarhial evolution of thestellar (baryoni) omponent, a phenomenon that reently has been referredto as �down-sizing� (e.g., Kodama et al. 2004).17



It is however improbable that this implies a ontradition to the hierar-hial growth of the Cold Dark Matter halos. In Fig. 9, we show the o�-sets ∆log rd of the FDFTF galaxies with high quality rotation urves fromthe loal veloity�size relation (whih we presented in Fig. 6) as a funtionof redshift. Given their maximum rotation veloity, distant galaxies with
∆log rd < 0 have disks that are smaller than in the loal universe, while thedisks of galaxies with ∆log rd > 0 are larger. Though the satter in ∆log rd issubstantial, we observe a slight trend towards smaller disk sizes at higher red-shifts. This is in ompliane with the results from other observational studies(e.g., Giallongo et al. 2000, Ferguson et al. 2004). Moreover, as is depited inFig. 9, the �t to the data is in relatively good agreement with the preditionof disk growth in the hierarhial senario (e.g. Mo et al. 1998).On the one hand, we �nd that the observed luminosity evolution of theFDF galaxies deviates from the results of simulations whih were used topredit the TFR of distant spirals. On the other hand, the intermediate�redshift disks are observed to be smaller than loally, whih is in omplianewith the CDM hierarhial senario. The results from single�zone modelsmight indiate that the star formation is suppressed in low�mass galaxies dueto, e.g., SN feedbak (f. Dalanton et al. 2004). Potentially, the disrepaniesbetween observations and simulations arise from the fat that the mehanismssuppressing the star formation are not yet implemented realistially enoughin models of galaxy evolution.7 ConlusionsUsing the FORS instruments of the VLT in multi�objet spetrosopy modeand HST/ACS imaging, we have observed a sample 113 disk galaxies in theFORS Deep Field. The galaxies reside at redshifts 0.1 < z < 1.0 and therebyprobe �eld galaxy evolution over more than half the age of the universe.All spetrophotometri types from Sa to Sdm/Irr are omprised. Spatiallyresolved rotation urves have been extrated and �tted with syntheti veloity�elds that aount for geometri distortions as well as blurring e�ets arisingfrom seeing and optial beam smearing. The intrinsi maximum rotationveloities Vmax were derived for 73 galaxies within the �eld�of�view of theACS images. Two�dimensional surfae brightness pro�le �ts were performedto measure the strutural parameters like disk inlinations, position angleset.The massive distant galaxies fall onto the loal Tully�Fisher Relation,while the low�mass distant galaxies are brighter than loally by up to >2m inrest�frame B. This trend might be ombined with an evolution in metalli-ity. We �nd no evidene for a bias or systemati errors that ould indue theobserved shallow slope of the Tully�Fisher Relation at intermediate redshifts.Disrepanies between several previous studies ould be explained as a om-bination of seletion e�ets and small number statistis on the basis of suha mass�dependent luminosity evolution. On the other hand, this evolution18
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